Organic aerosol composition and sources in Pasadena, California, during the 2010 CalNex campaign
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Organic aerosols (OA) in Pasadena are characterized using multiple measurements from the California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change (CalNex) campaign. Five OA components are identified using positive matrix factorization including hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA) and two types of oxygenated OA (OOA). The Pasadena OA elemental composition when plotted as H : C versus O : C follows a line less steep than that observed for Riverside, CA. The OOA components from both locations follow a common line, however, indicating similar secondary organic aerosol (SOA) oxidation chemistry at the two sites such as fragmentation reactions leading to acid formation. In addition to the similar evolution of elemental composition, the dependence of SOA concentration on photochemical age displays quantitatively the same trends across several North American urban sites. First, the OA/ΔCO values for Pasadena increase with photochemical age exhibiting a slope identical to or slightly higher than those for Mexico City and the northeastern United States. Second, the ratios of OOA to odd-oxygen (a photochemical oxidation marker) for Pasadena, Mexico City, and Riverside are similar, suggesting a proportional relationship between SOA and odd-oxygen formation rates. Weekly cycles of the OA components are examined as well. HOA exhibits lower concentrations on Sundays versus weekdays, and the decrease in HOA matches that predicted for primary vehicle emissions using fuel sales data, traffic counts, and vehicle emission ratios. OOA does not display a weekly cycle—after accounting for differences in photochemical aging—which suggests the dominance of gasoline emissions in SOA formation under the assumption that most urban SOA precursors are from motor vehicles.

1. Introduction

[2] Atmospheric aerosols have been the subject of intensive ongoing research due to their important impacts on the radiative forcing of climate, which occur through several mechanisms that include the scattering and absorption of solar radiation as well as the alteration of the formation and properties of clouds [International Panel on Climate Change, 2007]. In addition, atmospheric aerosols reduce visibility [Watson, 2002] and increase cardiac and respiratory disease in humans [Dockery and Pope, 1994; Dockery et al., 1993]. The impact of aerosols on climate, the environment, and human health is determined, in part, by particle size and chemical composition. In many environments, a large fraction (~50%) of the submicron aerosol mass in the troposphere is organic aerosol (OA), but the sources, composition, and chemical processing of OA are not well understood [Jimenez et al., 2009]. Generally, OA is comprised of thousands of individual compounds that are either directly emitted into the atmosphere (i.e., “primary” OA or “POA”) or formed through chemical reactions involving gas phase precursors (i.e., “secondary” OA or “SOA”). The multiple sources and complexity of molecular composition represent major challenges for understanding and prediction of OA properties.

[3] Elevated aerosol concentrations are often associated with megacities such as Los Angeles (LA). Particulate matter concentrations in LA are among the highest in the United States (American Lung Association, State of the air, 2011, http://www.stateoftheair.org/), and multiple previous measurement campaigns have aimed to characterize aerosols in this region. These campaigns include the 1987 Southern California Air Quality Study [Lawson, 1990], the 1997 Southern California Ozone Study (SCOS97-NARSTO) [Croes and Fujita, 2003], the Study of Organic Aerosol at Riverside, which took place in the summer (SOAR-1) and fall (SOAR-2) of 2005 [Docherty et al., 2011], and the 2009 Pasadena Aerosol Characterization Observatory (PACO) [Hersey et al., 2011]. In addition, several research flights were performed over California and LA during the Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites Campaign (ARCTAS-CARB) [Jacob et al., 2010]. Using data from these campaigns, it has been shown that SOA represents a majority of the total OA mass in both Riverside [Docherty et al., 2008] and Pasadena, CA [Hersey et al., 2011], which is similar to findings in other urban regions [Jimenez et al., 2009]. The gas phase precursors for SOA potentially have many sources including vehicle emissions, the biosphere, biomass burning, and food cooking [Bahreini et al., 2012; Hodzic et al., 2010; Schauer et al., 1999, 2002b]. Also, vehicle emissions, food cooking, biomass burning, and primary biogenics have all been identified as sources of POA in the South Coast Air Basin [Williams et al., 2010; Wonaschutz et al., 2011].

[4] The California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change (CalNex) field campaign was conducted in 2010 and was a multi-institution effort to address outstanding questions regarding atmospheric chemistry processes over the state of California and the adjacent Pacific coastal region [Ryerson et al., 2013]. The CalNex campaign featured several research aircraft, the research vessel Atlantis off the California coast, and two ground sites in Pasadena and Bakersfield. A major scientific goal for CalNex was to improve scientific understanding of atmospheric aerosols in California and, specifically, to characterize important SOA precursors and formation pathways, as well as the impacts of aerosols on radiative forcing and cloud formation [National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2008]. For CalNex, the Pasadena ground site was uniquely equipped to characterize aerosols and, especially, organic aerosols. In total, approximately 70 gas and particle phase measurements were taken at the site representing, to our knowledge, one of the largest studies of aerosols and their precursors. A full list of the instrumentation is available in the CalNex overview [Ryerson et al., 2013] and also at http://tinyurl.com/CalNex. Additionally, the ground site featured many state-of-the-art aerosol instruments including several that had never been field-deployed previously.

[5] Here we present a detailed analysis of aerosol measurements from multiple instruments, including online and offline bulk and single particle methods, deployed to the Pasadena ground site during CalNex. The goals of this work are to quantitatively evaluate SOA formation for the South Coast Air Basin and compare it against other major urban regions, as well as to determine the contributions of various sources to organic aerosol mass loadings. In particular, the relative importance of diesel versus gasoline emissions in secondary organic aerosol formation has been a source of scientific controversy [Bahreini et al., 2012; Gentner et al., 2012] and will be examined here. To achieve these goals, the following approach is utilized: (1) using positive matrix factorization (PMF), the components of OA are identified and characterized (section 3.2); (2) the POA emission ratios with elemental carbon (EC) and CO are determined and rationalized (section 3.3); (3) the dependence of SOA concentration on photochemical age is quantified and compared against previous measurements conducted in Riverside, Mexico City, and the northeastern United States (section 3.4); and (4) the weekly cycles (or lack thereof) in POA and SOA concentrations are analyzed in the context of understanding the relative contributions to each from diesel and gasoline motor vehicles (section 3.5). The unique findings of this work include the observation of a similar SOA formation rate for Pasadena versus other urban locations, the first reported weekly cycle for POA concentrations, and an improved analysis of the contribution of diesel emissions to SOA formation based on the lack of a weekly cycle in SOA concentrations.

2. Experimental

2.1. CalNex Ground Site in Pasadena, CA

[6] The CalNex Pasadena ground site was located on the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) campus in Pasadena, CA (34.1406 N, 118.1225 W, 236 m above mean sea level). The measurement period was 15 May 2010 00:00 to 16 June 2010 00:00 (local time). The Pasadena ground site was located 18 km northeast of downtown Los Angeles. Pasadena lies within the South Coast Air Basin, which is bordered on the north and east by the San Gabriel, San Bernardino, and San Jacinto mountains as well as on the southwest by the Pacific Ocean. Pasadena is part of the dense, urban Los Angeles metropolitan area. The prevailing wind direction during daytime in Pasadena was from...
the southwest due to the sea breeze, which brought air masses from the Santa Monica and San Pedro Bays through central Los Angeles to Pasadena (FLEXPART back trajectories are available in section A of the supporting information). At nighttime, winds were weaker and were most frequently from the southwest or southeast. Sunrise and sunset were approximately 05:30 and 20:00 (local time) during the sampling period. Boundary layer height, temperature, and relative humidity (RH) data are presented in section A of the supporting information.

2.2. AMS Sampling and Analysis

[7] The concentrations of submicron nonrefactory (nrPM1) organic and inorganic (nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, chloride) aerosol particles were measured using an Aerodyne High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (herein-after referred to as “AMS”) [DeCarlo et al., 2006]. The AMS sampled from an inlet equipped with a PM2.5 cyclone located 2 m above the roof of the container housing the instrument. The sampled air passed through a 6.8 m insulated copper inlet line and a dryer prior to analysis by the AMS. The resulting data were averaged over 2.5 min intervals. The ion paths through the time-of-flight chamber were alternated between “V” and “W” modes every 150 s, and the reported concentrations correspond to V-mode acquisition periods only. Size distributions were acquired during every V-mode acquisition by operating the AMS in particle time-of-flight mode [Jimenez et al., 2003]. All data were analyzed using standard AMS software (SQUIRREL v1.51 and PIKA v1.10) within Igor Pro 6.2.1 (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) (D. Supeir, ToFAMS Analysis Software, 2011, http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/wiki/index.php/ToF-AMS_Analysis_Software).

[8] It is well known that for most ambient sampling conditions, a collection efficiency (CE) correction must be applied to the AMS data to account for particle bounce from the AMS vaporizer [Middlebrook et al., 2012]. Mass concentrations are typically calculated with a default CE of 0.5. The degree to which particles bounce, and hence collection efficiency, is a function of particle phase, which is influenced by the relative humidity of the sampling line, the acidity/neutralization of the sulfate content, the ammonium nitrate content, and the organic liquid content [Middlebrook et al., 2012]. The sample flow was dried as described above, and the sulfate content was largely neutralized (see Appendix). Thus, these experimental parameters are not expected to impact CE. Ammonium nitrate concentrations varied widely during the measurement period though, and accordingly, a nitrate-dependent CE is applied following Nemitz [2010]. Quantifying the organic liquid content is challenging for ambient samples; however, the ratio of AMS mass to Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) mass exhibits no dependence on the amount of OA oxidation as measured by O:C indicating that phase changes associated with organic material are either not occurring or are not influencing the particle bounce and CE. In total, the aerosol mass concentrations measured by the AMS after applying the CE correction, which ranged from 0.5 to 0.7, are consistent with most other measurements from the Pasadena ground site. The relevant intercomparisons are discussed in section B of the supporting information for this paper, including details regarding how mass concentrations are calculated from SMPS number distributions.

[9] High-resolution (HR) analysis of the mass spectra, including application of the HR AMS fragmentation table, was carried out following previously published procedures [Aiken et al., 2007, 2008]. The reported AMS mass concentrations were determined from the HR AMS spectra and are very similar to unit mass resolution (UMR) concentrations, within 5%, that are determined using the UMR fragmentation table of Allan et al. [2004]. The HR fragmentation table was also used to obtain the OA mass spectral matrix for the PMF analysis described in the next paragraph.

[10] The OA mass spectral matrix was deconvolved into components using PMF, a receptor-based factorization model [Paatero and Tapper, 1994]. The application of PMF to AMS spectra has been discussed in detail previously [Ulbrich et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011]. The same method is used here including the PMF2 algorithm, which is run in robust mode via the PMF Evaluation Tool panel (v2.03). The high-resolution organic aerosol mass spectra for the entire CalNex campaign were analyzed, and the full range of the high-resolution spectra was utilized (m/z 12–204). Error matrices were calculated using the methods of Allan et al. [2003] and Ulbrich et al. [2009]. Weak variables (i.e., m/z’s with lower signal-to-noise ratios (0.2 < S/N < 2) were down-weighted by a factor of 3, and bad variables (S/N ≤ 0.2) were down-weighted by a factor of 10 following the recommendations of Paatero and Hopke [2003]. For the results presented here, the model error was set to zero.

2.3. Colocated CalNex Measurements Utilized in This Study

[11] A SMPS (Model 3936, TSI Inc.) measured ambient number distributions between 7 and 690 nm mobility diameter. The SMPS was operated at a sampling frequency of 5 min and used the same inlet as the AMS (including drier) except that the aerosol flow passed through an additional 2.1 m of copper inlet line (0.3 lpm flow). For the SMPS, the aerosol flow rate was 0.3 lpm and the sheath flow rate was 3 lpm. Ambient particle number distributions were also measured from 60 to 1000 nm using an Ultra-High Sensitivity Aerosol Spectrometer (Droplet Measurement Technologies), which also used the same inlet as the AMS (including drier), but the sample flow passed through an additional 2 m of inlet line (0.3 lpm flow). A White-Light Optical Particle Counter (WLOPC; Climet model 208 fitted with a multichannel analyzer) measured size distributions from 500 to 4000 nm. Hourly PM2.5 organic carbon (OC) and elemental carbon (EC) concentrations were measured using a Sunset Labs field OC/EC analyzer [Peltier et al., 2007]. Blank-corrected optical OC and EC data from the Sunset field analyzer are reported here. Measurements of refractory black carbon (rBC) were performed with a Single Particle Soot Photometer (Droplet Measurement Technologies) [Schwarz et al., 2006], as well as with a Soot Particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (SP-AMS; Aerodyne Research and Droplet Measurement Technology) [Onasch et al., 2012]. The concentrations of semivolatile and particulate organic molecular tracers were measured by 2-D Thermal Desorption Aerosol Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (2DTAG; UC-Berkeley and Aerosol Dynamics) [Worton et al., 2012]. PM2.5 nitrate and sulfate concentrations were measured with a Particle-Into-Liquid Sampling and Ion Chromatography (PILS-IC) system [Orsini et al., 2003]. The Particle Analysis by Laser
Mass Spectrometry (PALMS) instrument provided number fractions for individual particle composition classes from 190 to 4000 nm [Froyd et al., 2009; Thomson et al., 2000]. The PALMS instrument also measures scattered light from single particles allowing for calculation of particle size in addition to particle classification. Volume concentrations of the different PALMS particle classes were calculated by multiplying the volume concentration size distribution determined from the SMPS or WLOPC measurements by the fractions of the different PALMS particle types in each size bin. Particle optical extinction for PM$_1$ was measured at 532 nm and 630 nm by a Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift instrument [Kebabian et al., 2007; Massoli et al., 2010]. All of the online measurements described in this paragraph were located at the CalNex ground site described above.

[12] Data from offline particulate matter measurements are included in this paper as well. In particular, size-resolved elemental concentrations were determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis of Mylar substrates from a rotating drum impactor. The XRF analysis was performed at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. Using the XRF results, the mineral dust concentration corresponding to oxides of Al, Si, Ca, K, Fe, and Ti is estimated from the elemental concentrations following the method of Simon et al. [2011] and Malm et al. [1994]. The particulate metal concentration is calculated as the sum of the mass concentrations of Mg, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, As, Se, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Mo, and Pb. The Cl concentrations from XRF measurements are reported as refractory chloride (rCl), since the placement of samples under vacuum for analysis is expected to cause evaporation of nonrefractory species such as ammonium chloride. The time resolution of the XRF data was 1.5 h. Offline OC measurements of high-volume PM$_{2.5}$ samples collected with quartz fiber filters were performed using three separate sets of filters and two laboratory-based Sunset Labs OC/EC analyzers (NIOSH TOT protocol). For clarity, the three sets of filters are named according to the institution that collected them: Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and University of North Carolina (UNC). Following the technique of Russell et al. [2009], Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy analysis of Teflon filter samples provided PM$_{2.5}$ OA and organic functional group mass concentrations. All samples for offline analyses were collected at about 12 m above ground level on the roof of the Keck Building located on the Caltech campus approximately 0.3 km southwest of the ground site.

[13] The concentration of O$_3$ was measured by UV differential absorption (49c Ozone Analyzer, Thermo Scientific), and CO concentrations were measured by two vacuum-UV resonance fluorescence instruments (AL5001 and AL5002, Aerolaser) [Gerbig et al., 1999]. An in situ Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) instrument provided the mixing ratios for a variety of VOCs [Gilman et al., 2009]. A fluorescence assay by gas expansion instrument was utilized to determine the OH concentration [Dusanter et al., 2009]. The NO$_x$ and NO$_2$ concentrations were measured using chemiluminescence (42i-TL with Mo converter, Thermo Scientific), and NO$_2$ was measured with Cavity-Enhanced Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (CE-DOAS) [Thalmann and Volkamer, 2010]. The CE-DOAS instrument was located on the Caltech Millikan Library roof, which is approximately 45 m tall and 0.5 km southwest of the Pasadena ground site.

[14] Meteorological data were acquired by a station that included a temperature/RH sensor (Campbell Scientific Inc., HMP35C) and a wind monitor (R.M. Young, 05103). The boundary layer height was determined using a ceilometer (Vaisala, CL31) following the method described by Haman et al. [2012], and the ceilometer results have been shown to be consistent with boundary layer heights from Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) modeling [Washenfelder et al., 2011]. To track the origins of the air masses sampled at the ground site, a modified version of the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion model [Stohl et al., 2005] was used to calculate back trajectories of air masses based on advection and turbulent mixing processes. The main modification consists of using time-averaged winds from the WRF (version 3.3) meteorology model instead of instantaneous winds to improve uncertainties within the FLEXPART model [Brioude et al., 2012]. The WRF output has a spatial grid of 4 km × 4 km, with a temporal resolution of 30 min and 60 vertical levels. Lastly, all linear regressions in this paper are performed as orthogonal distance regressions (ODR) using Igor Pro 6.2.1 software.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Total Submicron Aerosol Composition at the Pasadena Ground Site During CalNex

[15] While the focus of this paper is OA, a survey of the total aerosol composition can provide valuable context for the OA analysis, and providing such a context is the goal of this section (3.1). (Note: Comparisons with previous campaigns as well as additional figures regarding the total submicron aerosol composition are shown in section C of the supporting information.) The time series for the nPM$_1$ species and EC are shown in Figure 1b. In addition, the diurnal cycles of the nPM$_1$ species and EC are shown in Figure 1a. The time series for metals, mineral dust, and refractory chloride (rCl) are shown in Figure 1c, and for comparison, the PALMS particle type time series are included in Figure 1 as well (Figures 1d and 1e). The fractional composition of the total submicron mass is determined by combining the AMS, Sunset Analyzer, XRF, and PALMS measurements, and is summarized in Figure 2c. (Note: See Figure 2 caption for details regarding which instrument measured each species as well as how the PALMS data are converted to mass concentration.) In the interpretation of the data in Figures 1 and 2, it is important to consider some differences in size cuts of the measurements. First, the XRF measurements used in Figures 1 and 2 correspond to a size cut of 1150 nm aerodynamic diameter. By linearly interpolating the size-resolved XRF measurements, the average overestimate relative to the actual PM$_1$ concentrations was found to be approximately 30%. Second, the online Sunset OC/EC analyzer was equipped with a PM$_{2.5}$ cyclone for most of the campaign. From 12 to 16 June, the EC measurement was performed while switching between PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_1$ cyclones, and the ratio of the PM$_1$ EC to the linearly interpolated PM$_{2.5}$ EC was 0.93 (±0.19 standard deviation). Thus, while the EC data in Figures 1 and 2 may overestimate the true PM$_1$ EC concentrations, it is expected that this error will be reasonably small (~7%). Despite these overestimates of refractory mass, the total
PM$_1$ concentration is still dominated by nonrefractory species (OA + sulfate + nitrate + ammonium + nrCl) that account for 93% of the measured mass. Similarly, particle types measured by the PALMS instrument that are predominately composed of nonrefractory material comprised 90% of submicron aerosol volume (Figure 3).

A clear diurnal cycle is observed for most nrPM$_1$ species. As shown in Figure 2, the maxima in the EC and CO concentrations are both observed between 12:00 and 13:00 PDT (local time). These maxima do not coincide with the Los Angeles County morning rush hour, which occurs between about 06:00 and 08:00 PDT [Caltrans, 2010]. Instead, they appear to result from polluted air masses initially emitted in the source-rich regions west and south of Pasadena. The wind speed and wind direction measured at the ground site are consistent with the transport of this plume to Pasadena over several hours. In addition, FLEXPART back trajectories show that the air masses over the Pasadena ground site when EC and CO concentrations are highest have significant footprint residence times over downtown LA as well as the Ports of LA and Long Beach, which are regions with significant combustion emissions.

Compared to EC and CO, the OA concentrations peak later in the day, about 3 pm, which corresponds to the same time of day when air masses over the Pasadena site were the most photochemically processed (Figure 2b). The photochemical age for the air mass over the Pasadena site was calculated with two different methods: first, by using the ratio of 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene to benzene, as described in Parrish et al. [2007], and second, by defining the photochemical age as $-\log_{10}(\text{NO}_x/\text{NO}_y)$ similar to Kleinman et al. [2008]. All photochemical ages were calculated using a standard OH radical concentration of $1.5 \times 10^6$ mol cm$^{-3}$. For reference, the daily OH radical concentrations averaged for the whole campaign at the Pasadena site was $1.3 \times 10^6$ mol cm$^{-3}$. Interestingly, when using the NO$_x$/NO$_y$ method, the photochemical age slowly increases from 00:00 to 06:00 local time, likely due to NO$_x$ sinks [Chang et al., 2011]. Outside of this
time range, however, the diurnal cycles of the two photochemical age estimates show good agreement.

The diurnal cycle for OA is relatively flat and low during the early morning hours, 00:00 to 06:00, suggesting a small role for nighttime chemistry driven by either nitrate radicals or aqueous chemistry (RH peaked during this time of day). The lack of aqueous chemistry may be driven by the low oxidant concentrations at night. In parallel work,
Zhang et al. [2012] showed that for Pasadena, the aerosol water was not an important absorbing phase and instead the partitioning coefficient for organics was correlated with OA mass. This result suggests that semivolatile organic compounds are primarily partitioning to the organic phase.

[19] The submicron nitrate diurnal cycle is different from OA with a peak in the morning. The afternoon decrease in nitrate can be attributed to both vertical dilution due to the increase in boundary layer height as well as the higher temperatures and lower RH values that favor vaporization of ammonium nitrate [Neuman et al., 2003]. In Pasadena, both nitric acid and ammonia exhibit peaks around noon and elevated concentrations in the afternoon, which is consistent with volatilization of ammonium nitrate [Veres et al., 2011; Ellis et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012]. The diurnal cycle of sulfate is not influenced by temperature because ammonium sulfate is nonvolatile at atmospheric temperatures, and the sulfate maximum is observed in the afternoon, which may be due to advection to the ground site from sources west and south of Pasadena and/or photochemical production of sulfate.

[20] In addition to the diurnal cycles, substantial midday variability is evident in Figure 1. In particular, from 2 to 6 June, there appears to be a high pollution episode where a steady increase in organic aerosol concentrations occurs that is most evident during the nighttime and morning hours. A similar, second high pollution episode is observed at the end of the campaign (13–16 June). These episodes were likely the result of synoptic conditions that trapped pollution in the LA Basin overnight in the boundary layer and in residual layers aloft that tend to contain more aged air [Lu and Turco, 1995]. Recirculation of pollution in the LA Basin has been recognized for several decades [e.g., Blumenthal et al., 1978; Moore et al., 1991; Ulricketson and Mass, 1990]. Additionally, a distinct period of greater marine influence is observed between 20 and 25 May. The highest concentrations of rCl are observed during this period, as well as a prominent rCl diurnal cycle (Figure 1c). Dimethyl sulfide concentrations, a well-known indicator of marine influence, are also elevated during this period and exhibit a similar diurnal pattern (data not shown).

[21] The PALMS single-particle instrument provides important complementary information regarding aerosol composition at the Pasadena ground site. In particular, the PALMS is capable of characterizing refractory and supermicron aerosols that cannot be measured using the AMS. As stated in the first sentence of this section, the focus of this paper is OA, but a survey of the total aerosol composition can provide valuable context for the OA analysis, hence the inclusion of the PALMS results here. The volume concentration time series for particle composition types identified by the PALMS single-particle instrument are shown in Figures 1d and 1e. In addition, the campaign average volume concentrations are summarized in the pie charts shown in Figures 3a and 3b. The particle composition types were identified from PALMS mass spectra following the method described in Froyd et al. [2009]. For instance, biomass burning spectra are identified by a prominent K+ peak along with organic peaks and a lack of other metals. Vanadium with organic species was used as a tracer to identify aerosol from heavy oil combustion (e.g., from ship engines), which allows for the definition of a particle class termed “Oil Combustion” similar to previous work with other single-particle instruments that studied emissions from commercial ports [Ault et al., 2009; Healy et al., 2009]. Since the PALMS is a single-particle instrument, it is capable of determining aerosol mixing state. One consideration when comparing the PALMS results against the AMS and other measurements is that the classification of particles typically follows the most abundant components in a particle, but the PALMS volume concentration for each particle type also includes secondary material on the particle that may even dominate the particle volume at the time of detection. For the Pasadena ground site, it was observed that all the particle types contained substantial amounts of nitrate, sulfate, and organics, which indicates that condensation of secondary material is occurring on primary aerosols (e.g., sea salt and mineral dust) and/or particle mixing is occurring through coagulation. The nitrate observed on sea-salt particles is also at least partially due to the heterogeneous reaction between sea salt and nitric acid as discussed in the Appendix. An important conclusion that can be made from the data in Figure 3 is that the PM1 aerosol volume concentration is dominated by sulfate/OA/nitrate type particles and the supermicron aerosol is dominated by sea-salt particles. These findings are generally consistent with the mass concentration data from XRF and AMS measurements. The PALMS biomass burning results are discussed further in section 3.2.3.

3.2. Source Apportionment of Organic Aerosol Mass by Positive Matrix Factorization


[22] The OA components from the PMF analysis were identified by their mass spectra, diurnal cycles, and elemental composition, as well as by the concentration ratios and correlations of their time series with tracers. Figure 4 shows the mass spectra and time series for the five identified components. Additionally, Figure 5 shows the diurnal profiles of the OA components and the campaign-average fractional contribution of each component to the total OA concentration, as well as a stacked plot illustrating the fractional contributions to OA mass by time of day. A summary of correlations between the OA components and various tracers is provided in section D of the supporting information. The five PMF components identified are (1) hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA), (2) cooking-influenced organic aerosol (CIOA), (3) local organic aerosol (LOA), (4) semivolatile oxygenated organic aerosol (SV-OOA), and (5) low-volatility oxygenated organic aerosol (LV-OOA). The naming based on volatility is adopted according to several studies showing a relationship between high oxygenation and lower volatility for the OOA components [e.g., Cappa and Jimenez, 2010; Huffman et al., 2009; Jimenez et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009]. The HOA component has been previously described as a surrogate for primary combustion OA, and the SV-OOA and LV-OOA components as surrogates for “freshier” and “aged” SOA, respectively. [Aiken et al., 2008; Jimenez et al., 2009; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2007b]. The identification of CIOA is consistent with previous research that has shown food cooking, which includes activities such as seed oil frying and meat charbroiling, is an important source of fine organic aerosol in urban environments [e.g., Mohr et al., 2011; Schauer et al., 2002b]. The precise source (or sources)
of the LOA component is not known; however, similar, highly variable, nitrogen-rich components have been identified in Mexico City [Aiken et al., 2009]; Riverside, CA [Docherty et al., 2011]; Crete [Hildebrandt et al., 2011]; and New York City [Sun et al., 2011]. This component is termed “local organic aerosol” because the LOA time series exhibits high-frequency fluctuations that indicate a relatively local source for this component. (Autocorrelation plots of the component time series are shown in Figure D-7 of the supporting information.) The LOA mass represents only a small portion of the total OA mass (5%). Still, the reoccurrence of LOA in different urban areas is an interesting finding. Additional details regarding how the PMF solution was selected are provided in section D of the supporting information.

23] The mass spectra and elemental ratios of the five components displayed in Figure 4a are similar to those reported in previous studies [e.g., Aiken et al., 2009; Hersey et al., 2011; Mohr et al., 2011]. For HOA, O : C is relatively high (0.14) but not out of the range of previously reported values. For instance, O : C values as low as 0.02 (Riverside, CA) and 0.03 (Barcelona) [Docherty et al., 2011; Mohr et al., 2011] and as high as 0.16 (Mexico City) and 0.17 (Beijing) have been reported for HOA components [Aiken et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010]. The diurnal cycle of HOA is similar to that of EC (and rBC) with a peak between 13:00 and 14:00 PDT (local time), and HOA and EC (and rBC) show high correlation (see Table D-1 in the supporting information and section 3.3 below). Therefore, as discussed in section 3.1, for other primary emissions, it appears that a large portion of the HOA is transported to Pasadena over a period of several hours from the west and south, which is consistent with the relatively high HOA oxidation. Evidence that HOA is dominated by primary sources is given in section 3.4.1. In addition, the Van Krevelen diagram analysis described in the next section indicates that the types of oxygen-containing functional groups in HOA are different from OOA (on average), which suggests a different oxidation pathway(s). A possible cause for the oxygen content in HOA is heterogeneous oxidation, although other causes including primary emission of oxygenates cannot be conclusively ruled out using the results reported here. The CIOA component is more oxygenated than HOA, which is consistent with previous reports and the known presence of oxygenated compounds such as fatty acids and cholesterol in food cooking aerosol [Mohr et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2011]. The HOA and CIOA spectra are compared in detail in section D of the supporting information.
The diurnal cycle of CIOA exhibits peaks near mealtimes with a smaller peak between 14:00 and 15:00 PDT and a larger peak between 21:00 and 22:00 PDT similar to the cooking organic aerosol diurnal cycles observed for other field measurements [Allan et al., 2010; Crippa et al., 2013; Mohr et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011]. The lunchtime and dinnertime peaks are both slightly delayed from traditional American mealtimes. The delays could be due to transport time from areas south and west of Pasadena. The delay in the dinnertime peak may also be the result of the convolution of the emission rates with the lower boundary layer in the evenings and thus reduced vertical dilution of CIOA.

Both SV-OOA and LV-OOA display higher O:C compared to the other OA components for Pasadena, and LV-OOA is the most oxygenated as expected for more aged SOA. The SV-OOA and LV-OOA O:C values (0.38 and 0.8, respectively) are similar to those measured at Barcelona (0.32 and 0.75), New York City (0.38 and 0.68), and Riverside (0.29 and 0.72) [Docherty et al., 2011; Mohr et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011], and are consistent with the range of O:C values for OOA reported by Ng et al. [2011].

The mass spectrum of LOA is distinct from the other OA components and contains prominent ions that are characteristic of amines: CH$_4$N$^+$ (m/z 30), C$_2$H$_4$N$^+$ (m/z 42), C$_3$H$_6$N$^+$ (m/z 56), C$_4$H$_2$N$^+$ (m/z 58), C$_5$H$_{10}$N$^+$ (m/z 84), and C$_5$H$_{12}$N$^+$ (m/z 86) [McLafferty and Turecek, 1993]. The large contribution of nitrogen to this factor (N:C = 0.05) is explained by the substantial presence of these ions. The contribution of LOA to the total mass for each listed amine fragment ranges from 4% for CH$_4$N$^+$ to 89% for C$_5$H$_{12}$N$^+$. In total, the LOA component accounts for 34% of the measured amine mass, and the contributions from the other PMF components are 31% (LV-OOA), 15% (HOA), 13% (SV-OOA), and 8% (CIOA). As discussed in section D of
the supporting information, the correlations of LOA with other measured species (e.g., VOCs and metals) suggest that LOA sources are related to industrial processes, especially paint application, but the results are not conclusive.

Docherty et al. [2008] and references therein].

Figure 5c are the diurnal profiles for the total OA elemental ratios (O : C and H : C). The diurnal trend in the elemental ratios is mostly consistent with the trends in the OA components determined from the PMF analysis. In the early morning hours, the O : C ratio is the highest, which suggests the presence of highly aged, likely secondary, aerosol. Indeed, during this period, LV-OOA is the dominant OA component. In the afternoon (~14:00), there is a strong decrease in O : C, which can be attributed to the arrival of POA at the Pasadena ground site and/or the formation of fresh secondary organic aerosol. In the evening (~21:30), there is second minimum in the O : C, but this occurs during a period of low photochemical age (Figure 2), which implies that the ground site is impacted at this time by POA. As seen in Figure 5, this evening O : C minimum matches the peak in CIOA, a primary OA component with relatively low oxygen content. An interesting difference between the PMF and elemental ratio diurnal trends is the peak in H : C that is observed in the morning (~08:00) and is likely due to primary emissions from the local morning rush hour. This peak is 3 to 4 times smaller than the H : C peaks for the afternoon and evening events also associated with POA, however, indicating a very weak influence from the local rush hour. The PMF analysis is not expected to resolve components that are less than approximately 5% of the OA mass [Ulbrich et al., 2009], and therefore, the absence of this weak local contribution in the PMF results is not surprising.

Docherty et al., 2011].

From Figure 5d, if total OOA is taken as a surrogate for SOA, and the sum of HOA, CIOA, and LOA is taken as a surrogate for POA, then it can be concluded that SOA is dominant at the Pasadena ground site, which is consistent with earlier findings in Riverside, CA [Docherty et al., 2008]. On average, the total OA mass for the measurement period is composed of 66% OOA (SV-OOA + LV-OOA), and this percentage lies between that observed for a selection of “urban” and “urban downwind” sites [Zhang et al., 2007b]. This percentage is also similar to previous results from measurements based in Pasadena. In particular, Hersey et al. [2011] reported that during the PACO campaign in May/June 2009, 77% of OA was classified as OOA, and Turpin et al. [1991] reported that during the summer of 1984, SOA contributed roughly half of the OA mass. In contrast, there is a wide range of SOA to OA ratios reported for areas east of Pasadena over the past several decades (~20–70%) [Docherty et al., 2008, and references therein].

3.2.2. The Atmospheric Evolution of H : C Versus O : C and the Elemental Ratios of the Organic Aerosol Components

[29] To relate the elemental composition of the OA components to each other as well as to the bulk OA, the H : C and O : C values from the combined AMS/PMF analysis are plotted in a Van Krevelen diagram (Figure 6). Within a Van Krevelen diagram, more oxidized organic compounds lie at the lower right, and different oxidation reactions fall along individual straight lines. For instance, oxidation of a methylene group (–CH2–) to a carbonyl group (–C(=O)–) corresponds to a slope of −2, and oxidation of a methylene group to an alcohol group (–C(=OH)–) corresponds to a slope of 0. Other reactions or combinations of reactions relevant to OA may lead to a variety of slopes in the Van Krevelen diagram as well, which makes attributing a particular slope to a specific chemical reaction difficult in the case of ambient field measurements. Despite this complexity, the Van Krevelen diagram is still useful for constraining the reactions that are responsible for the aging of OA, including for SOA models and their comparison to measurements [e.g., Murphy et al., 2011].

[28] Elemental ratios have been reported previously for the SOAR-1 campaign in Riverside, CA [Heald et al., 2010], and these data are included in Figure 6 as well. The slope of the Van Krevelen diagram for bulk OA is different when comparing the data from Pasadena and Riverside. The regression analysis for Pasadena results in a best-fit slope of −0.64, whereas a slope of −1.1 is obtained for Riverside. However, when the OOA factors are analyzed alone, they correspond to a line with a slope of −0.55 similar to other field measurements [Ng et al., 2011], which is consistent with methylene fragmentation reactions leading to carboxylic acids.

[30] Given that the composition and chemical evolution of OOA in Pasadena and Riverside are similar within this analysis, the differences in the slopes for bulk OA in the Van Krevelen diagram cannot be explained by changes in SOA oxidation chemistry. The composition of the HOA measured at the two locations is dissimilar, however. The HOA in Riverside exhibits a very low O : C ratio (0.02), while in Pasadena, HOA is more oxidized (O : C = 0.14). Thus, it is proposed that the different slope for Riverside is due to the atmospheric mixing of fresh HOA-rich particles into the air mass above the site. In Riverside, the addition of less oxidized HOA to the air mass results in the steep slope observed in that location. Contrastingly, in Pasadena the more oxidized HOA does not influence the slope strongly when mixing occurs because the Pasadena HOA falls near the line defined by the OOA components in the Van Krevelen diagram.

Figure 6. Van Krevelen diagram for Pasadena during the CalNex campaign (red crosses) and for Riverside, CA during the SOAR-1 campaign (blue crosses). The PMF factors identified for Pasadena (hexagons) and Riverside (squares) are shown as well. The linear regression analyses correspond to the total OA data.
Based on the diurnal cycles of HOA for the two sites, it seems that that the Pasadena HOA is more oxidized because it has undergone more photochemical aging relative to the Riverside HOA. In Riverside, the HOA concentration peaks in the morning as expected for fresh emissions from the local morning rush hour traffic [Docherty et al., 2011], consistent with the location of the Riverside site downwind and nearby large highways. In Pasadena, the HOA concentration peaks around 13:30, however, due to advection over several hours from the west and south. We note that the major combustion tracers follow similar diurnal trends for the two sites.

It was also observed by Ng et al. [2011] that HOA components occupy a different space of the Van Krevelen diagram relative to OOA and display variability that can be approximated by a line with a −2 slope. The HOA components for Riverside and Pasadena shown in the Van Krevelen diagram presented here follow a similar line, which is indicative of HOA aging. As described already, a slope of −2 is consistent with functionalization of a methylene chain with carbonyls. For Pasadena, the HOA component also correlated with several ketones (see 2D TAG data discussed in section D of the supporting information), which provides further evidence that carbonyls may be an important oxygen-containing functional group for HOA.

3.2.3. Constraints on the Biomass Burning Contribution to the Organic Aerosol Mass

An apparent discrepancy between the combined AMS/PMF analysis and the PALMS measurements is that the latter classified 12% of the PM1 aerosol volume as biomass burning but the AMS does not show a significant amount of biomass burning influence as indicated by the ratio of the organic mass at m/z 60 to total organic mass (f60) [Cubison et al., 2011]. (Note: The possible contribution of organic acids to f60 is accounted for by simultaneously analyzing f44 in an f44 versus f60 plot as described previously by Cubison et al.) Also, a biomass burning organic aerosol component is not identified in the PMF analysis, in which OA components accounting for about 5% or more of the OA mass are expected to be resolved [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. Acetonitrile, a tracer for biomass burning, is generally near background concentrations (100–150 parts per trillion by volume, pptv) except for several high concentration events that are short in duration, do not correlate with the PALMS biomass burning particles, and could be related to nearby solvent use (e.g., in the Caltech campus). It is possible that potassium-containing particles from sources other than biomass burning such as meat cooking [Hildemann et al., 1991; Schauer et al., 1999], which can represent a substantial fraction of the potassium in some urban regions [Aiken et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010], may be classified as biomass burning by the PALMS algorithm due to the presence of potassium and abundant organic species. If cooking activities were the dominant source of the PALMS biomass burning particles, however, then the PALMS biomass burning volume concentration would be expected to correlate with the CIOA mass concentration, which is not the case (R = −0.03). An alternative explanation is that the primary biomass burning mass is small, and there is a large amount of secondary mass that has condensed on the biomass burning particles. (Similarly, the primary biomass burning particles may have coagulated with secondary aerosol particles.)

The particles would then be classified as biomass burning by the PALMS algorithm, but their measured volume would be significantly increased by secondary material (e.g., SOA, nitrate, sulfate, and ammonium). Finally, it is also possible that the biomass burning particles are very aged as the result of long-range transport and that due to aging, they are difficult to identify with the AMS biomass burning tracers or PMF [Cubison et al., 2011]. When the observations described in this paragraph are evaluated together, then the best explanation for the discrepancy is that while 12% of submicron particles (by volume) contained some biomass burning material, the overall mass of these particles at the Pasadena ground site was dominated by condensation or particle coagulation of nonbiomass burning material. Based on the limit of AMS/PMF analysis to resolve small fractions of OA, we estimate that primary biomass burning material contributed <5% to submicron aerosol mass during the study.

3.3. Evaluation of Primary Organic Aerosol Emission Ratios With EC and CO

The HOA concentration correlates strongly with EC determined from the online Sunset analyzer (R = 0.71), and the ratio of HOA to EC can provide valuable insight regarding the source of this OA component. To explore this correlation further, a scatter plot of HOA versus EC mass concentration data is plotted in Figure 7a. The data points in the plot are colored with the corresponding NO, to ΔCO ratios. Periods with higher diesel influence are expected to exhibit higher (NO, to ΔCO) [Ban-Weiss et al., 2008a; Parrish et al., 2007]. The ratio is not corrected for dry deposition losses of nitric acid though, and thus, it cannot be treated as a quantitative metric. In addition, the gray-shaded areas in Figure 7a indicate the range of POA to EC emission ratios for gasoline and diesel vehicles that were measured during summer 2006 at the Caldecott Tunnel in California [Ban-Weiss et al., 2008b]. The HOA to EC ratios at the Pasadena ground site overlap the range of POA to EC ratios from the Caldecott Tunnel. A linear regression analysis of the Pasadena data yields a line with a slope of 1.82, which is close to the upper limit of the POA to EC ratios reported in the tunnel study. The Pasadena ratio is at times higher, but this difference could be due to changes in the emission ratios of vehicles between 2006 and 2010, or the larger influence of cold starts for our data set versus warm-running vehicles for the Caldecott Tunnel. In Pasadena, for periods more influenced by diesel emissions, as indicated by high (NO, to ΔCO), generally lower HOA to EC ratios are observed. Specifically, the best-fit slope is 1.51 for (NO, to ΔCO) > 0.124, which corresponds to the highest 10th percentile of (NO, to ΔCO) values. This finding is consistent with the emission ratios reported by Ban-Weiss et al. [2008b] and suggests that both diesel and gasoline vehicle emissions are contributing to the HOA mass.

A correlation between HOA and CO is also observed (R = 0.59). A stronger correlation is observed between CO and the sum of HOA and CIOA (R = 0.71), however. Shown in Figure 7b is a scatter plot of the CO and the HOA + CIOA data. The improved correlation when the CIOA mass concentration is added to the HOA mass concentration is surprising because cooking is not considered a major source of carbon monoxide, although it is a significant source of organic aerosol [Allan et al., 2010; California Air Resources Board, California...
emission inventory data, 2008, http://www.arb.ca.gov/ei/emsmain/emsmain.htm; Harley et al., 1997]. Emissions of CO have been measured from certain cooking activities [Lee et al., 2001], but it is still a possibility that the CIOA component contains particulate mass from noncooking sources that also emit CO (e.g., gasoline vehicles). Therefore, it is most reasonable to characterize this component as “cooking-influenced” but not purely from cooking sources. It should be noted that different PMF solution rotations were explored using the FPeak parameter as discussed in the supporting information. There are rotations that exhibit lower correlations between CIOA and CO, but HOA + CIOA always displays a higher correlation than HOA with CO (within the constraint of not substantially diminishing the correlation between HOA and rBC). In addition, these alternative solutions exhibit lower correlations between HOA and rBC, as well as between HOA + CIOA and CO.

Figure 7. (a) HOA versus EC concentration measured in situ by the Sunset analyzer. Fits are shown for the entire plot (solid line) and for only data points corresponding to high NO\textsubscript{2}/ΔCO ratios (dashed line). The gray-shaded regions indicate the range of expected slopes for gasoline and diesel vehicles based on the reported emission ratios of Ban-Weiss et al. [2008b] and a 1.34 OM:OC. (b) The sum of HOA and CIOA versus CO concentration. Linear fits are shown for data points corresponding to high HOA (solid line) and high CIOA concentrations (dashed line).

[36] The data in Figure 7b are also colored by the relative amount of CIOA, so that the ratios of HOA to CO and CIOA to CO can be at least partially resolved. For periods when HOA concentrations are high (i.e., greater than 90% of the sum of HOA and CIOA), the correlation with CO is very strong (R=0.9) and the linear slope is 6.4 μg m\textsuperscript{-3} ppmv\textsuperscript{-1} when using a CO background (x intercept) of 105 ppbv, which is comparable to slopes found in previous studies [Aiken et al., 2009]. In contrast, for periods when CIOA concentrations are high, the linear slope is 13 μg m\textsuperscript{-3} ppmv\textsuperscript{-1}, more than twice that for HOA. The steeper slope for CIOA is indicative of significant cooking sources for CIOA that, as stated earlier, produce a larger amount of organic aerosol relative to CO [McDonald et al., 2003]. A lower limit on the relative amount of CIOA mass from cooking sources can be estimated using the observation that the linear regression slope of CIOA is about twice that of HOA when the mass concentrations are plotted versus CO. Assuming that CO is overwhelmingly from vehicle emissions and no CO is emitted from cooking sources, then CIOA would be 50% from cooking sources on average with the remainder from vehicle emissions (i.e., the additional cooking organic aerosol mass would double the mass concentration versus CO slope relative to HOA). This percentage is a lower limit because some CO could be coemitted with cooking organic aerosol, for instance, from burning of charcoal [Bhattacharya et al., 2002], and that would raise the percentage of CIOA from cooking above 50%. This approach is a simplistic approximation, but the lower limit appears to be reasonable given that the diurnal cycles and spectral characteristics of CIOA are consistent with previous studies. In addition, comparison of the CIOA concentration against that predicted from the amount of organic mass measured by the AMS at m/z 55 following Mohr et al. [2011] indicates that approximately 75% of CIOA is from cooking sources (see section D of the supporting information for the details of this comparison). A higher percentage up to almost 100% is also possible given the uncertainties in the comparison.

[37] An alternative approach for analyzing the correlation with CO is to use a multilinear regression instead of filtering the data for periods of high HOA or CIOA influence. For completeness, a multilinear regression was performed where HOA and CIOA were the independent variables and CO was the dependent variable. Emission ratios of 8.0 and 16 μg m\textsuperscript{-3} ppmv\textsuperscript{-1} were obtained for HOA and CIOA, respectively (using 105 ppbv background CO as above). This result is similar to that described in the preceding paragraph, which indicates both approaches for treating the data are robust.

3.4. The Quantitative Dependence of Secondary Organic Aerosol Concentration on Photochemical Oxidation

3.4.1. Increases in the Organic Aerosol to ΔCO Ratio With Photochemical Age

[38] To evaluate if the timescales and efficiency of SOA formation observed in Pasadena are similar to other urban regions the evolution of (OA/ΔCO) as a function of photochemical age is plotted in Figure 8, where ΔCO is the CO concentration enhancement over its background concentration. The background CO is estimated to be between 85 and 125 ppbv using CO measurements taken aboard the NOAA WP-3D aircraft off the LA coastline at altitudes less
than 200 m (Latitude range: 32 to 35, Longitude range: −117 to −120). A concentration of 102 ppbv was the minimum observed and concentrations below 110 ppbv were regularly observed. Accordingly, the background CO was taken to be 105 ppb when calculating (OA/ΔCO), and the error bars in Figure 8 represent the variability in the data if the background CO is taken to be either 85 or 125 ppb. Given the observed CO values off the LA coastline this range represents a conservative estimate of the uncertainty in background CO. The CO enhancement is assumed to be a conservative tracer of urban CO concentrations, and thus, normalizing the OA concentration to CO will remove the effect of dilution. Photochemical formation of CO from VOCs or destruction of CO by OH reactions were estimated to perturb CO concentrations minimally over these time and spatial scales [Griffin et al., 2007].

[39] The gray region in Figure 8 represents OA/ΔCO versus photochemical age observations from previous campaigns in Mexico City and the northeastern United States as summarized by DeCarlo et al. [2010]. All the data sets display an increase in the OA/ΔCO ratios with photochemical age due to secondary organic aerosol formation. The Pasadena OA/ΔCO versus photochemical age plot follows the upper limit of the range of previously reported values, although the differences should not be over interpreted given the uncertainties associated with the background CO determination (indicated by the error bars) and the photochemical age calculations. The photochemical age uncertainty has been discussed extensively in previous papers and is due to, in part, the presence of mixed sources with different emission profiles and spatial distributions [e.g., Kleinman et al., 2007; Parrish et al., 2007]. We evaluate this potential source of error in section E of the supporting information, and use sensitivity studies to determine that photochemical age may be underestimated by approximately 10% in our analysis. This error is in the accuracy rather than the precision, and thus, it does not impact relative comparisons for Pasadena such as the weekday versus Sunday comparison described below. The underestimation may impact comparisons with other campaigns though, and thus it is concluded that SOA production per unit CO in the South Coast Air Basin is not different from other locations given our estimated errors. (In section E of the supporting information, we also demonstrate that OH radical chemistry dominates over Cl radical chemistry in the oxidation of the VOCs used to calculate photochemical age.) The data in Figure 8 suggest that similar precursors are responsible for SOA production in Pasadena, Mexico City, and the northeastern United States, and that the precursors are emitted proportionally to CO. These conditions then imply a relatively constant mix of the important SOA precursor and CO sources across the locations discussed.

[40] To understand the similarity in OA/ΔCO, it is important to consider the emission ratios for SOA precursors (e.g., ΔVOC/ΔCO), especially given the long-term decrease of CO concentrations in the United States [Parrish et al., 2002] that could potentially influence OA/ΔCO values. The emission ratios of aromatic, alkyl, and alkene VOCs with CO have remained constant between 2002 and 2010, as has the ratio for acetaldehyde [Warneke et al., 2012], a species that correlates strongly with OOA (R = 0.81 in Pasadena) and is dominated by secondary sources after sufficient photochemical processing of emissions. Furthermore, it has been shown that urban VOC emissions at different locations in the U.S. have similar composition and emission ratios with CO (within a factor of 2) [de Gouw et al., 2012; Warneke et al., 2007]. The similarity of OA/ΔCO values described here for different campaigns spanning several years is consistent with the lack of change in ΔVOC/ΔCO over spatial and temporal scales for the U.S. However, in Mexico City, the ΔVOC/ΔCO ratios are on average about a factor of 2 higher than that in the U.S. [Bon et al., 2011], but the OA/ΔCO values for Mexico City are not substantially higher than that for Pasadena or the northeastern U.S. This observation highlights the possibility that there may be unmeasured organic compounds that are SOA precursors and do not follow the ΔVOC/ΔCO emission trends discussed above. Lastly, we note that while plotting OA/ΔCO versus photochemical age should account for differences in the amount of aging, the

Figure 8. The evolution of OA/ΔCO versus photochemical age for Pasadena during CalNex. The measured ratios are averaged into 25 bins according to photochemical age. The enhanced CO (ΔCO) is the ambient CO minus the estimated background CO (105 ppb). The standard error of OA/ΔCO is smaller than the size of the data point and therefore is not plotted. Instead, error bars representing the uncertainty in the ratio due to an uncertainty of ±20 ppbv in background CO are shown. Photochemical age is determined by two methods: (1) following Parrish et al. [2007] and using the ratio of 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene to benzene (green), and (2) following Kleinman et al. [2008] and defining the photochemical age as −log10(NO2/NO) (red). All photochemical ages have been standardized to an OH radical concentration of 1.5 × 106 mol cm−3, and the corresponding OH exposure for a given photochemical age is shown on the top axis. The gray region is adapted from DeCarlo et al. [2010] and represents the evolution of OA/ΔCO observed in the northeastern United States and the Mexico City area. The black horizontal line is the ratio of (HOA + CIOA + “background LVOOA”) to ΔCO. (Inset) Evolution of the PMF component concentrations normalized to ΔCO versus photochemical age. Data are binned according to photochemical age.
average daily OH radical concentrations at the sites were fairly similar where measurements were available: 1.3 x 10^9 mol cm^-3 for Pasadena and 1.5 x 10^9 mol cm^-3 for Mexico City [Hodzic and Jimenez, 2011].

[41] Marked in Figure 8 is the sum of HOA, CIOA, and background LV-OOA (LVOOA_{PCA-o}) divided by CO. The ratio of HOA + CIOA to CO is determined from the linear regression analysis of the data in Figure 7b, and the background LV-OOA to CO ratio is the average of LV-OOA divided by CO at photochemical ages less than 0.05 days (Figure 8 inset). Several explanations are possible for the source of background LV-OOA. First, some very aged SOA may be present due to recirculation in the LA basin, for which the photochemical tracers have mostly decayed away. However, the similarity in calculated photochemical ages using either (trimethylbenzene/benzene) or (NO_3/NO_2) suggests that this scenario is not the case, since the high deposition velocity of nitric acid would lead to an observed discrepancy between the two methods at high photochemical ages. A second plausible explanation is “dark” SOA production from ozone or nitrate radicals that will react with alkenes and PAHs. An important piece of evidence to support this possibility would be an increase in OA/ΔCO at low photochemical ages as the time of day approached sunrise, since the increase in morning traffic would lead to fresh emissions that decrease photochemical age and react with ozone or nitrate radical to form SOA. This phenomenon is not observed, however, which indicates that “dark” SOA is not an important source of the background LV-OOA, consistent with the expected minor contribution of alkenes to SOA in urban areas [Dzepina et al., 2009; Wood et al., 2010].

[42] A third explanation is that marine OA may be contributing to the background LV-OOA. However, the very low OA concentrations, less than 0.2 μg m^-3, over the open ocean west of California for periods with low pollution influence (P. K. Quinn, NOA, personal communication, 2012) indicate that this source is less important. In addition, low marine OA concentrations, 0.5 μg m^-3, have been measured by an AMS in La Jolla, CA (located on the California coast 170 km southeast of Pasadena) [Liu et al., 2011], which is an amount similar to other marine studies [Russell et al., 2010], and would only account for a third of the background LV-OOA.

[43] The last and most likely explanation for the background LV-OOA is the influence of biogenic sources that emit SOA precursors but relatively small amounts of 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, benzene, NO_x, and CO [Slowik et al., 2010]. If the air mass above Pasadena was influenced by a biogenic source, an increase in OA/ΔCO would be observed, but the photochemical age as measured by the ratio of (1,2,4-trimethylbenzene/benzene) or (NO_3/NO_2) would not be significantly altered. Back trajectories for air reaching Pasadena during CalNEx often travel over the coastal California mountain ranges where biogenic VOC emissions are large (see section A of the supporting information). Interestingly, at low photochemical ages (less than 0.05 days), there is a general increase in OA/ΔCO with the sum of the concentrations of the two isoprene oxidation products measured by the GC-MS. In particular, when averaging the data into the three bins corresponding to low, medium, and high concentrations of MVK plus methacrolein, the binned OA/ΔCO increases from 21 to 26 μg sm^-3 ppmv^-1 (standard errors are less than 0.5) from the lowest third to the highest third. This observation indicates that biogenic sources are influencing OA/ΔCO. Furthermore, 14C measurements for selected days during CalNex show that in the early morning hours when LV-OOA is dominant (compared to other OA components and EC), about 50% of total carbon is nonfossil (e.g., from modern sources) [Bahreini et al., 2012]. These results are consistent with biogenic sources influencing the OA/ΔCO ratio and substantially contributing to background LV-OOA (P. Zotter et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012).

[44] In the Figure 8 inset, the organic mass to ΔCO ratio is plotted for each PMF component. The ratio increases for SV-OOA and LV-OOA with photochemical age consistent with both components being dominated by secondary sources. In contrast, the ratios for HOA, CIOA, and LOA do not vary substantially with photochemical age, which strongly supports that these three components are dominated by primary sources. The data in Figure 8 also allow for estimating the amount of background OA (i.e., OA from long range transport). As described above, the concentration of LV-OOA at the lowest photochemical ages should approximately correspond to background OA. Taking LV-OOA/ΔCO for the lowest age bin in Figure 8 and multiplying it by the ΔCO for this bin yields a background OA concentration of 1.5 μg m^-3.

[45] For HOA, heterogeneous oxidation could potentially increase or decrease the magnitude of HOA/ΔCO through either functionalization or fragmentation reactions, respectively. Given the Van Krevelen diagram analysis described above in section 3.2.2, fragmentation reactions appear not to be the dominant oxidation pathway. This conclusion is consistent with the recent work of Lambe et al. [2012] that showed that for larger alkanes, the onset of fragmentation occurs at an O:C of about 0.3, which is much higher than the O:C of HOA reported here (0.14). For functionalization reactions, based on the OM:OC ratio of 1.5 for HOA and an estimated OM:OC of 1.2 for an un-oxidized alkane chain, it is calculated that the increase in HOA mass due to oxidation is only 8%, which is smaller than the standard deviation (21%) of the data shown in Figure 8. Condensation of primary semivolatile organic compounds could also potentially increase HOA/ΔCO since the averaged OA mass concentration increases with photochemical age from 5 to 15 μg m^-3 for the binned data shown in Figure 8. However, an increase in HOA/ΔCO with photochemical age is not observed in Figure 8. This result is consistent with the calculated change in HOA concentrations due to partitioning. Specifically, using the volatility distribution for POA and primary semivolatile organic compounds reported by Robinson et al. [2007], it is calculated that the increase in HOA concentrations (and HOA/ΔCO) would be only 28% for an increase of OA from 5 to 15 μg m^-3. This calculated increase is similar in magnitude to the standard deviation of HOA/ΔCO and, hence, would be hard to discern. In addition, it is substantially smaller than the increase observed for SV-OOA/ΔCO (540%) and LV-OOA/ΔCO (300%). The considerations described in this paragraph also apply to CIOA and LOA but are more difficult to quantify for these components given the lack of literature data (e.g., fragmentation reaction studies and volatility distributions).
3.4.2. Correlation of Oxygenated Organic Aerosols With the Photochemical Oxidation Marker Odd-Oxygen (O₃ + NO₂)

Odd-oxygen, Oₓ, concentrations are closely linked to the extent of photochemical oxidation in an air mass because O₃ production results from OH reactions with VOCs and CO. Therefore, the ratios of OOA to odd-oxygen provide another metric for quantifying the dependence of SOA concentration on photochemical oxidation. Following the work of Herndon et al. [2008] and Wood et al. [2010], we examine the correlations of Oₓ instead of O₃ to account for the titration of O₃ by fresh NO emissions which produces NO₂. When comparing the time series of total OOA (SV-OOA + LV-OOA) versus Oₓ in Figure 9, similar temporal changes are observed \( R^2 = 0.53 \), but the correlation is stronger during the more polluted periods of high OOA concentrations that occurred in June \( R^2 = 0.72 \) for the 2–6 June high pollution period). It has also been observed that for long-range transported air, the correlation vanishes due to differing losses and ongoing chemistry of SOA and Oₓ [Dunlea et al., 2009]. In Pasadena, the regression slope for OOA versus Oₓ is 0.146(±0.001) \( \mu g \text{m}^{-3} \text{ppbv}^{-1} \) (Figure 9 inset). The data in the scatter plot are colored by time of day, and interestingly, the slope observed for the morning (06:00–12:00 PDT) is steeper than the slope in the afternoon (12:00–18:00 PDT): 0.183(±0.004) versus 0.163(±0.002) \( \mu g \text{m}^{-3} \text{ppbv}^{-1} \). This trend has also been observed in other field measurements [Herndon et al., 2008; Wood et al., 2010] and has been attributed to several factors including increased evaporation of SV-OOA, mixing with air aloft that contains residual OOA and Oₓ during boundary layer growth, and OOA production occurring on shorter timescales than Oₓ. The slopes of identical analyses for Riverside, CA and Mexico City are 0.142(±0.004) and 0.156(±0.001) \( \mu g \text{m}^{-3} \text{ppbv}^{-1} \) [Aiken et al., 2009; Docherty et al., 2011], which are similar to the Pasadena ground site. This agreement indicates that the ratios of the SOA to Oₓ production rates are remarkably constant for the different sites suggesting similar SOA and Oₓ formation chemistries on average. As discussed by Wood et al. [2010], changes in the OOA/Oₓ ratio would be expected at locations where the relative concentrations of SOA and Oₓ precursors are different. In Houston, for instance, ratios as low as 0.030 \( \mu g \text{m}^{-3} \text{ppbv}^{-1} \) were found in correlation analyses during periods impacted by large petrochemical plant emissions. This observation was explained by very high concentrations of light alkenes that cause high ozone concentrations but are not expected to contribute greatly to SOA formation. Contrastingly, in Riverside, the relative concentrations of SOA and Oₓ precursors are expected to be similar to Pasadena given that urban VOC emissions have similar composition and emission ratios throughout the U.S. [Warneke et al., 2007] and have not changed over the past several years [Warneke et al., 2012]. In Mexico City, the emission ratios for VOCs (i.e., VOC/CO) are generally higher by a factor of approximately 2 [Bon et al., 2011], which would impact both SOA and Oₓ production rates proportionally. An important exception is the emission ratios for propane and butane, which were disproportionality high in Mexico City due to liquid petroleum use [Apel et al., 2010]. The contribution of these light VOC compounds was found to be small for O₃ production and zero for SOA production, however [Wood et al., 2010]. Similar to the OA/ΔCO discussion in the preceding section, the consistency in OOA/Oₓ for multiple field campaigns suggests a relatively constant mix of different Oₓ and SOA precursor sources, leading to similar production ratios across multiple urban locations in North America. As also discussed above, the insensitivity of OA/ΔCO to differences in VOC/CO suggests unmeasured precursors, but if these unidentified species were emitted in proportion to other VOCs, then consistent OOA/ Oₓ values would be expected for the different locations.

[47] Chlorine radicals are expected to play a larger role in ozone formation for Pasadena and Riverside in comparison to Mexico City, since the first two locations are near the Pacific Ocean. The contribution of chlorine radical chemistry to the total ozone concentration is a topic of current research [Young et al., 2012]. Still, published work [Knipping and Dabob, 2003] indicates that in Pasadena and Riverside, it is relatively small and, as a percentage, less than the 30%
uncertainty for AMS measurements [Middlebrook et al., 2012], which is expected to dominate in the OOA/O₃ comparison. Thus, the similarity of OOA/O₃ between the three locations is consistent with previous work on chloride radical chemistry in the South Coast Air Basin.

Meteorological parameters could also influence OOA/O₃ in a number of ways through changes in OOA partitioning with temperature or increases in the importance of aqueous chemistry at high RH. These parameters do not appear to be important for the OOA/O₃ analysis presented here, however. The average temperatures and RHs for the different sites with similar OOA/O₃ were as follows: 18°C and 83% (Pasadena), 27°C and 53% (Riverside), and 16°C and 50% (Mexico City). While higher temperatures in Riverside will favor partitioning of OOA to the vapor phase, the measured volatility of OA for Riverside [Huffman et al., 2009] indicates the amount of evaporation will be small (less than 10%) and, thus, will have little effect on OOA/O₃. Additionally, the higher RH in Pasadena relative to Riverside and Mexico City may not influence OOA concentrations given that aerosol water was not an important absorbing phase [Zhang et al., 2012] as discussed in section 3.1.

3.5. Weekly Cycles for Organic Aerosol Components

3.5.1. Weekly Cycles: Primary Organic Aerosols

It is well known that in California and the South Coast Air Basin, a large decrease in on-road diesel vehicle activity occurs on weekends, which leads to significant reductions in atmospheric species associated with diesel vehicles such as NOₓ, EC, specific VOCs, and particulate nitrate [Marr and Harley, 2002; Millstein et al., 2008; Pollack et al., 2012]. To explore if primary organic aerosols show an analogous weekend effect in Pasadena during CalNex, the diurnal cycles for HOA, EC, rBC, CIOA, CO, and benzene are plotted for weekdays and Sundays separately in Figure 10. Included in the Sunday diurnal cycle is data from the Memorial Day holiday, which occurred on a Monday and exhibited traffic patterns typical of Sundays [Caltrans, 2010]. Thus, the “Sunday” diurnal cycle combines data from 6 days. Saturday data are not included in Figure 10 to avoid carryover effects from the preceding Friday. Carryover effects on Mondays appear to have little impact on the weekday diurnal cycle with less than 3% change in the average daily concentrations when Mondays are omitted from averaging and no qualitative change in the diurnal cycles. Thus, Monday data are included with the other weekday data in Figure 10.

The EC (and rBC) concentration decreases on Sundays to 71(±6)% of its weekday average and has a very different diurnal cycle. A similar change is observed for HOA, which decreases to 82(±4)% of its weekday average. (Note: Uncertainties are the standard errors of the mean.) The decrease in concentrations is consistent with the weekend effect and the importance of diesel vehicle emissions as a source for HOA and EC (and rBC). In contrast, CO concentrations when integrated over the entire day are not substantially different on Sundays versus weekdays, and the average concentration on Sundays is 99.4(±0.3)% of the weekday average. The CO diurnal cycles are dissimilar probably due to changes in traffic patterns. Benzene displays a similar lack of change on Sundays increasing to 105(±3)% of the weekday average. Since gasoline vehicles are an important source of CO and benzene [Fruin et al., 2001; Schauer et al., 2002a], the lack of a weekend effect for these compounds is consistent with previous studies that demonstrated similar overall activity for gasoline vehicles on weekends compared to weekdays [Marr and Harley, 2002; Pollack et al., 2012]. The CIOA concentrations are elevated on Sundays by 161(±4)% displaying a weekly cycle distinctly different from the other species in Figure 10. An increase in barbecuing on weekends has been reported previously for the South Coast Air Basin [Chinkin et al., 2003], which is consistent with elevated CIOA concentrations on weekends. However, given the limited corroborating evidence and lack of previous long-term observations of cooking emissions (to our knowledge), further studies are needed to make a confident conclusion regarding the weekly variations in cooking organic aerosol.

The observed decreases in HOA and EC concentrations on Sundays can be compared against the expected decreases in their emissions, estimated from a combination of data on fuel sales (California State Board of Equalization, Fuel Taxes Statistics and Reports, 2011, http://www.boe.ca.gov/sptaxprog/spfrpts.htm, hereinafter referred to as California State Board of Equalization, online report, 2011), emission ratios [Ban-Weiss et al., 2008b], and traffic volume [Caltrans, 2010]. The first step to obtain the estimates is calculating the percentage of weekday EC and HOA attributable to diesel emissions using equation (1) below.

\[
\frac{EC_{\text{Diesel}}}{EC_{\text{Total}}} = \frac{ER_{\text{Diesel}} \times FS_{\text{Diesel}}}{(ER_{\text{Diesel}} \times FS_{\text{Diesel}}) + (ER_{\text{Gasoline}} \times FS_{\text{Gasoline}})} \tag{1}
\]

In equation (1), ER is the emission ratio for diesel and gasoline vehicles taken from Ban-Weiss et al. [2008b], and FS is the gasoline and diesel fuel sales reported for the state of California during May and June 2010 (California State Board of Equalization, online report, 2011). An analogous equation is used for HOA. The ER is defined as the amount

Figure 10. Diurnal profiles, calculated using means, of HOA, EC, rBC, CIOA, CO, and Benzene for weekdays and Sundays during CalNex.
of EC (or HOA) emitted per unit fuel burned, and the values used in this work are 0.022 (gasoline EC), 0.86 (diesel EC), 0.031 (gasoline HOA), and 0.41 g kg\(^{-1}\) (diesel HOA). It is assumed that the monthly fuel sales are representative of weekday fuel use in the South Coast Air Basin. Following this method, it is estimated that diesel emissions account for 87\((\pm3)\)% of EC and 70\((\pm10)\)% of HOA. The second step utilizes daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) data for Los Angeles County to calculate that during the campaign truck traffic decreased 44\% on Sundays relative to weekdays [Caltrans, 2010]. This figure lies within the range of other estimates for weekend reductions of heavy-duty vehicle traffic [Chinkin et al., 2003]. Finally, an estimate of EC concentrations on Sunday relative to weekdays, \(\Delta EC_{\text{sun}}\)\,(\%), can be calculated as follows (an analogous equation can be used for HOA).

\[
\Delta EC_{\text{Sun}} = \frac{EC_{\text{Diesel}}}{EC_{\text{Total}}} \times \frac{(\text{Truck VMT})_{\text{Sun}}}{(\text{Truck VMT})_{\text{WD}}} + \frac{EC_{\text{Gas}}}{EC_{\text{Total}}} \times \frac{(\text{Non} - \text{Truck VMT})_{\text{Sun}}}{(\text{Non} - \text{Truck VMT})_{\text{WD}}} + \frac{EC_{\text{Background}}}{EC_{\text{Total}}} \frac{1}{(\text{Truck VMT})_{\text{Sun}}} \frac{1}{(\text{Truck VMT})_{\text{WD}}}
\]

[55] Using equation (2), the Sunday concentrations of EC and HOA are estimated to be 64\((\pm3)\)% and 72\((\pm6)\)% of their weekday concentrations, respectively. To estimate these values, the nontruck VMT on Sundays versus weekdays was taken to be equal because of the similarity in the average daily CO and benzene concentrations. In addition, the background EC is the average of the values from Langridge et al. [2012], 40\((\pm20)\) ng m\(^{-3}\), and the background HOA, 70\((\pm40)\) ng m\(^{-3}\), was calculated from EC using the slope of HOA to EC reported in Figure 7. (Note: The uncertainties for the calculated Sunday reductions in EC and HOA include the uncertainties in the background concentrations reported in Langridge et al.) For comparison, the observed average Sunday EC and HOA concentrations at the Pasadena ground site are 71\((\pm6)\)% and 82\((\pm4)\)% of the weekday averages, respectively. The agreement between the estimated and observed values is good, given the need for several approximations to obtain the estimate. The reduction in HOA is less than the reduction in EC for both the estimated and observed values, due to the greater portion of HOA emitted from gasoline vehicles. It is noted that in contrast to HOA, the CIOA concentration is higher on Sundays as discussed above, and the combination of the two opposite trends leads to a net increase of POA on the weekends.

[54] An important assumption of this analysis is that the only sources of EC are on-road diesel and gasoline emissions, as well as the background from long-range transport. Transport is the single largest source of EC in the United States, and in the absence of biomass burning, it accounts for 81\% of emitted EC. Within the transport sector, EC emissions are dominated by on-road and non-road diesel (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Black carbon: Basic information, 2012, http://www.epa.gov/blackcarbon/basic.html). Another question is whether commercial marine emissions may have a substantial contribution to the EC budget. To address this consideration, we examined the correlation between EC and the oil combustion particles identified by the PALMS instrument, which are presumably from shipping activities. We observed a low correlation \((R^2=0.24)\), which is consistent with commercial marine EC emissions not substantially impacting the ground site. Ultimately, accounting for only three sources of EC (on-road diesel, on-road gasoline, and a background) is a simplifying assumption, but one that is consistent with emission inventories and other observations. The reasonableness of this assumption is further supported by the closure obtained between the calculated and measured weekly cycles.

3.5.2. Weekly Cycles: Secondary Organic Aerosols and Constraining the Importance of Diesel Emissions

[55] To evaluate the weekly cycle for secondary organic aerosols, OA/\(\Delta CO\) versus photochemical age is plotted in Figure 11a for weekdays and Sundays. Also shown is the analogous plot for total OOA (Figure 11b). The OOA plot is similar for weekdays versus Sundays, and linear regression analyses of the data yield slopes of 108\((\pm5)\) and 98\((\pm8)\) \(\mu g\ \text{sm}^{-3} \text{ppmv}^{-1}\) for weekdays and Sundays, respectively. (Note: The data fitted are averages resulting from binning the raw data according to photochemical age, and the averages are weighted by the standard errors of the \(x\) and \(y\) data.) After propagation of error, these slopes correspond to a ratio of 1.1\((\pm0.1)\) for weekdays to weekends. Following the estimation method described by

**Figure 11.** (a) The evolution of OA/\(\Delta CO\) versus photochemical age for Pasadena during CalNex separated by day of the week. The enhanced CO (\(\Delta CO\)) is the ambient CO minus the estimated background CO (105 ppb). Error bars indicate the standard errors. Photochemical age is determined using the method of Parrish et al. [2007]. (b) Also shown is the analogous plot for OOA with the linear ODR fits of the data.
and using a 44% decrease in diesel traffic on Sundays as determined above, this ratio corresponds to diesel emissions accounting for 19(±17/−21)% of the OOA mass. Also, a consistently higher photochemical age is observed on Sunday versus weekdays due to the higher oxidant concentrations resulting from reduced NOx emissions. These results are in good agreement with other CalNex papers that address weekday/weekend effects [Bahreini et al., 2012; Pollack et al., 2012]. In particular, they are consistent with the conclusion reported by Bahreini et al. [2012] that gasoline emissions are substantially more important than diesel emissions in the formation of secondary organic aerosol mass within the LA Basin, since a large decrease in diesel emissions in the formation of secondary organic gasolene emissions are substantially more important than with the conclusion reported by Pollack et al. [2012]. Furthermore, they are consistent with the conclusion reported by Bahreini et al. [2012] that gasoline emissions are substantially more important than diesel emissions in the formation of secondary organic aerosol mass within the LA Basin, since a large decrease in the OOA/ΔCO ratio is not observed on weekends when there is less diesel traffic. It should be noted as well that the results present here are better constrained than the Bahreini et al. analysis because the PMF results are used to obtain OOA/ΔCO rather than relying on estimated values of POA/ΔCO to calculate OOA/ΔCO and because of the more precise binning by photochemical age.

We note that for the diesel versus gasoline analysis presented in the preceding paragraph, three important assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that SOA precursors in the South Coast Air Basin are dominated by motor vehicle emissions. While this is consistent with measured VOC/CO ratios [Warneke et al., 2012], the possibility of important and unidentified SOA precursors from nonvehicular sources cannot be completely ruled out. Therefore, further research is needed to constrain the contribution of nonvehicular sources to SOA.

The second important assumption is that some of the SOA measured may be due to long-range transport, which is not accounted for in the preceding analysis. To at least partially account for this possible source of error, we repeat the analysis above but only for photochemical ages above 0.1 days. Photochemical ages above 0.1 days generally occur during daytime when the higher amount of SV-OOA versus LV-OOA indicates that SOA production is more local and recent. The resulting slopes of the regression analyses are 121(±7) and 115(±10) μg sm−3 ppmv−1 for weekdays and Sunday, respectively, and then the ratio of the slopes is 1.0(±0.1). This ratio corresponds to diesel emissions accounting for −2(±21/−26)% of the OOA mass. The upper limit of this range is less than that for the original analysis (36%) for all photochemical ages. Thus, we report the 19(±17/−21)% result, since it is more conservative and represents the entirety of the campaign.

The third assumption made in this analysis is that SOA yields do not change on weekends when NOx concentrations are lower. To test the impact of this assumption, the branching ratios for the high-NOx and low-NOx VOC oxidation channels were calculated following the same method as described in Dzepina et al. [2011]. It is found that the high-NOx channel dominates on both weekdays and Sundays with mean branching ratios of 99% and 91%, respectively (see section F of the supporting information for box-and-whiskers plots). Using the NOx-dependent yields of Tsimplidi et al. [2010], this difference in branching ratio would correspond to an increase in weekend SOA yields of 1% (assuming a 7 μg/m3 OA concentration) for the aromatic precursors that dominate SOA formation from VOCs [Dzepina et al., 2011; Dzepina et al., 2009]. This difference in yields would only change the determined diesel contribution by about 2%, which is much smaller than our reported uncertainty. Thus, the assumption that SOA yields do not change on weekends is robust. However, it should be noted that primary semivolatile and intermediate volatility compounds may have an important contribution to SOA formation in the South Coast Air Basin [Robinson et al., 2007], but their NOx-dependent SOA yields are not well constrained.

4. Conclusions

Ambient aerosol measurements were made using a suite of aerosol composition instruments, including online and off-line bulk and single particle methods at the Pasadena ground site during May and June 2010 as part of the CalNex campaign. Organic aerosols account for 41% of the total submicron aerosol mass. An in-depth analysis of OA in Pasadena was carried out including a comparison to measurements from previous field campaigns. Positive matrix factorization analysis of the high-resolution mass spectra resolved five components from the total organic mass. The identified components are hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA, primary combustion), cooking-influenced organic aerosol (CIOA), semivolatile oxygenated organic aerosol (SV-OOA, fresh secondary), low volatility oxygenated organic aerosol (LV-OOA, aged secondary), and amine-rich local organic aerosol (LOA) that accounts for a small amount of the OA mass. A large majority of the OA mass is classified as oxygenated/secondary (66%), but there are important contributions from the primary components with HOA and CIOA accounting for 12% and 17% of the total OA mass, respectively. To compare the OA oxidation reactions occurring in different regions of the South Coast Air Basin, the Van Krevelen diagrams for Pasadena and Riverside are analyzed and it is observed that OOA components follow a similar line with a slope of −0.55.

The HOA component correlates well with EC, and the emission ratio of HOA to EC varies with the relative importance of diesel versus gasoline vehicle emissions at the Pasadena ground site. The dependence of secondary organic aerosol concentration on photochemical oxidation is quantitatively similar to other urban field sites suggesting similar SOA chemistry and sources. First, the OA to ΔCO ratios for Pasadena increase with photochemical age and closely resemble the upper limit of analogous data from Mexico City and the northeastern United States. Thus, within experimental error, the OA production per unit CO is the same in Pasadena compared to other locations. Second, the OOA to odd-oxygen ratios for Pasadena are similar to those observed in Riverside and Mexico City, which indicates that SOA and odd-oxygen production rates are proportional across the different sites. Both HOA and EC exhibit weekly cycles with substantially lower concentrations on Sundays versus weekdays consistent with the well-known weekday/weekend effect in the South Coast Air Basin. The decreases in HOA and EC concentrations are quantitatively similar to those predicted for their emissions using fuel sales, traffic counts, and literature vehicle emission ratios. In contrast, OOA does not display a strong weekly cycle—after controlling for differences in photochemical ages—which is consistent with the dominance of gasoline emissions in SOA formation, insofar as nonvehicular emissions of SOA precursors are
minor. In total, the findings reported here highlight several quantitative similarities in SOA properties observed in Pasadena, Riverside, Mexico City, and the northeastern United States including the ratios of SOA to odd-oxygen, the increases in OA/ΔCO with photochemical age, and the evolution of elemental composition. These observations are consistent with a relatively constant mix of sources of CO, O₃ precursors, and SOA precursors across urban locations in North America.

Appendix A: Size Distributions, Chemical Aging of Sea Salt, and Particulate Charge Balance

[61] Displayed in Figure A1 are the AMS size distributions (Figure A1a), XRF size distributions (Figure A1c), and the contribution of all species to the total aerosol mass as a function of particle size (Figure A1d). The RBC size distribution was measured by the SP-AMS and is normalized to the total EC concentration measured by the online Sunset analyzer. As seen in Figure A1d, the smaller particles, especially those below 200 nm, are predominately composed of OA. In contrast, the larger particles have an increasing inorganic contribution due to nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, and the non-EC refractory components. The AMS size distributions have a gradual cut of approximately PM₁ and can have a tail due to slow evaporating particles [Canagaratna et al., 2004] and should be interpreted accordingly. Also shown in Figure A1e are the PALMS size distributions, which feature a broad submicron mode that is dominated by the sulfate/organic/nitrate particle type as well as a supermicron mode composed primarily of sea salt. The PALMS distributions above 2.5 μm and below 200 nm underestimate concentrations due to instrument limitations associated with both the PALMS and WLOPC.

[62] Further information about the OA, nitrate, and sulfate size distributions can be inferred from comparisons of various PM₁ and PM₂.⁵ measurements. For sulfate and OA, the comparisons indicate that on average, an overwhelming majority of the mass for these species is below 1 μm, but for nitrate, there appears to be a substantial amount mass above 1 μm. Specifically, a regression analysis of OC concentrations from the AMS, a PM₁ instrument, and several PM₂.⁵ OC time series taken from the GIT, EPA, and UNC filter samples results in slopes greater than 0.81, when the AMS data are plotted on the y axis (supporting information section B contains further details about the OA, sulfate, and nitrate comparisons). This observation indicates that less than about 20% of the OC mass is above 1 μm. Similarly, a regression analysis of sulfate concentrations from the AMS and a PM₂.⁵ PILS-IC instrument results in slope of 1.01 leading to the conclusion that the sulfate mass above 1 μm is insignificant on average. The regression analysis of AMS and PILS-IC concentration data for nitrate results in a much different finding and exhibits slope of 0.64 that is also dependent on sea-salt concentrations measured by the PALMS instrument. These observations indicate that a substantial amount of nitrate mass is present above 1 μm, about 35%, and that the supermicron nitrate is at least partially comprised of sodium nitrate from chemical aging of sea salt by nitric acid although some supermicron ammonium nitrate may be present as well. The PILS-IC inlet was alternated between PM₁ and PM₂.⁵ cyclones for a portion of the measurement period (12–16 June), which provides data that can also be used to assess the amount of sulfate and nitrate between 1 and 2.5 μm. The linear regressions of the PM₁ and linearly interpolated PM₂.⁵ data indicate that 34% and 80% of the nitrate and sulfate mass were present below 1 μm. (Note: Interpolation of the PM₂.⁵ data is necessary since only a single inlet and cyclone were used for the PILS-IC measurement preventing simultaneous measurements with different size cuts.) Similar to the AMS versus PILS comparison, these percentages indicate that the supermicron mass represents a greater fraction of the PM₂.⁵ mass for nitrate relative to sulfate. When using the PILS data with alternating cyclones, a larger percentage of supermicron mass is found than in the AMS versus PILS comparison. This difference may be due to the stronger influence of sea salt during the portion of the campaign when the cyclones were alternated, as clearly seen in the PALMS time series (Figure 1e), which is consistent with substantial amounts of sodium nitrate, and to a lesser extent sodium sulfate, above 1 μm. The aging of sea salt upon exposure to pollution is described further in the next paragraph.

[63] Both the CalNex XRF and PALMS measurements provide quantitative information about non-EC refractory materials including sea salt. An important detail regarding the measurement of particulate chloride is that XRF is assumed to measure refractory chloride (rCl) since the XRF samples are placed under vacuum before measurements [Johnson et al., 2008]. The nonrefractory and refractory chloride fractions are thought to be predominately ammonium chloride [Salcedo et al., 2006] and sodium chloride (from sea salt), respectively [Malm et al., 1994; Simon et al., 2011]. Sodium data are not available from XRF due to measurement limitations, but the sodium mass concentration can be estimated from PALMS sea-salt volume concentrations as described in the Figure 2 caption. For fresh sea salt, the expected ratio of chloride to sodium mass concentrations is 1.8 [Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000]. However, a ratio of 0.12 is observed for rCl to sodium at the Pasadena ground site indicating that the sodium chloride in sea-salt aerosol has undergone a substantial amount of chemical processing by nitric and sulfuric acid, which depletes the amount of chloride ions in the sea-salt aerosol by converting sodium chloride to sodium nitrate and sodium sulfate [Gard et al., 1998]. For Pasadena, a fractional chloride depletion of 94% is calculated using the following equation described by Zhuang et al. [1999]. (In equation (A1), all concentrations are in units of mol m⁻³.)

\[
\text{Depletion} = \left[ \frac{[Cl^{-}]_{\text{original}} - [Cl^{-}]_{\text{final}}} {[Cl^{-}]_{\text{original}}} \right] \times 100\% = \left[ \frac{1.174[Na]}{1.174[Na]} \right] \times 100\% \quad (A1)
\]

[64] This agrees with qualitative results from the PALMS mass spectra, which show significant displacement of chloride and accumulation of nitrate on individual sea-salt particles that correlated with nitric acid concentrations.

[65] The acidity of the submicron aerosols in Pasadena can be evaluated by comparing the measured ammonium mass concentration against the amount needed to fully neutralize the measured sulfate, nitrate, and chloride, which is termed here
The AMS measurements of nonrefractory aerosol composition were used for this charge balance calculation. Particles are considered acidic if the measured ammonium concentration is substantially lower than the predicted values \[\text{Zhang et al.}, 2007a\]. As seen in Figure A2a, overall, the particles appear to be bulk neutralized by ammonium with a majority of the data near the one-to-one line. It should be noted that the measured amines are not accounted for in the predicted ammonium, but even if it is assumed that the amines are all present as salts, the impact on the fit is minimal with the slope changing from 1.02 to 0.99 or 0.96 when AMS or FTIR measurements of amines are used, respectively. There are selected periods when the measured ammonium concentrations are not sufficient to neutralize the anions, especially at lower concentrations. These periods are more easily observed in the histogram shown in Figure A2b. The low ammonium measured-to-predicted ratios may be due to more acidic particles, but based on PALMS spectra only, about 0.1% of particles contained sulfate that was highly acidic \(\text{NH}_4^+ : \text{SO}_4^{2-} < 1\) \[\text{Froyd et al.}, 2009\]. An alternative explanation then is the presence of sodium cations that are not accounted for in Figures A2a and A2b. Typically when using AMS data to evaluate particle acidity, it must be assumed that ammonium is the only significant cation, and cations from sources such as sea salt are ignored \[\text{Aiken et al.}, 2009; \text{Docherty et al.}, 2011; \text{Zhang et al.}, 2007a\]. For Pasadena, however, sodium concentration data can be estimated from PALMS measurements providing an opportunity to evaluate the role of sea salt in particle neutralization. (Note: The PALMS data were restricted to the submicron size range to match the AMS measurements.) In Figure A2c, there is a clear dependence of the ammonium measured-to-predicted ratios on the fraction of cations that are sodium (ratios are taken from molar units), which indicates that sodium plays a role in the charge balance.

An important consideration when evaluating particle neutralization is whether the sodium cations are present as sodium nitrate or sodium chloride, and if those species can be vaporized by the AMS heater for detection. From the charge balance calculations above, it appears that anions associated with sodium are detected by the AMS indicating that at least a fraction of the sodium nitrate evaporates...
rapidly (~1 s) in the AMS. The chloride depletion results indicate that a large majority of the sodium is present as sodium nitrate, which is more volatile than sodium chloride and, thus, more readily detected by the AMS, in which the vaporizer temperature was operated at approximately 600 °C. Therefore, it appears that counter ions associated with sodium from sea salt do impact the AMS measurements of charge balance.

[67] Previously, Docherty et al. [2011] demonstrated that for Riverside during the SOAR-1 campaign, organonitrates and organosulfates impacted the charge balance calculation. These species add to the nitrate and sulfate mass measured by the AMS [Farmer et al., 2010] due to fragmentation of the molecular parent, but do not contribute the expected amount of ionic charge, which leads to apparent particle acidity. An important contrast between Pasadena and Riverside is that the deviation between measured ammonium and NH$_4^+$ predicted occurs at low concentrations for Pasadena but at high concentrations for Riverside. In addition, the measured versus predicted scatter plot for Pasadena has slope close to one, 1.02, whereas the analogous plot for Riverside has a lower slope of 0.86. (Note: Sodium from sea salt is not accounted for in either slope.) For Riverside, the deviation in the slope from one was attributed to organosulfates and organonitrates. For Pasadena, the charge balance calculation does not appear to be significantly impacted by organosulfates or organonitrates, which implies that the concentrations for these species are relatively low. This conclusion is supported by measurements from other instruments. The PALMS instrument observed that the isoprene-derived organosulfate, IEPOX sulfate ester, comprised <0.01% of submicron aerosol mass in Pasadena, which supports the negligible role of organosulfates in this location. (Note: The mass abundance for the IEPOX sulfate ester was determined using detailed laboratory calibrations that were performed for a previous study [Froyd et al., 2010].) Furthermore, FTIR measurements of organonitrates [Day et al., 2010] found that concentrations were less than 2% of the measured nitrate (by AMS) on average, which is much lower than the percentage estimated in Riverside (10%).

[68] Combining the discussions of size distributions and sea salt aging from above, in Figure A1b the rCl to Mg ratio is shown as function of particle size for the period of high marine influence identified in section 3.1 (20–25 May 2010). During this period, rCl and Mg are correlated in the larger XRF size bins (R > 0.62), and the ratio of the Mg PM$_1$ mass concentration to the PALMS sea-salt PM$_1$ mass concentration is very close to the expected ratio for sea salt: 0.044 versus 0.039, respectively (R = 0.6) [Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000]. Thus, Mg is taken to be predominately from sea salt, which allows for calculating the amount of chloride depletion following an approach analogous to that described for sodium.
FTIR is not optimal for the detection of organochlorines. A portion of the OA mass, but the methods utilized here are noted though that quantification of an organochlorine-containing OA compound, chlorophthalic acid, which relative concentration of these species compared to the total fragments were determined from the AMS measurements this possibility, the concentrations of several organochlorine organics by chlorine radicals that produce organochlorines in Riverside, CA [Knipping and Dabab, 2003], and single particle mass spectra of aged sea salt, also from Riverside, which showed extensive chloride depletion [Hughes et al., 2000]. In addition, chloride depletions of 71 and 74% were reported for coarse mode aerosol in Upland and Rubidoux, CA, respectively [Elder et al., 1991]. These values are lower than that observed for Pasadena in this study, which may be due to the Elder et al. percentages corresponding to particles greater than 2.2 µm in diameter.

The extensive depletion of chloride from sea salt suggests that appreciable amounts of chloride radicals may be present due to the photolysis of photolabile chlorinated gases such as HCl, CINO₂, and Cl₂. Oxidation reactions of organics by chlorine radicals that produce organochlorines in the particle phase would then be possible. To investigate this possibility, the concentrations of several organochlorine fragments were determined from the AMS measurements (CCI⁺, C₂HCl⁺, CCl³⁺, C₂Cl₂⁺, C₂HCl₂⁺, CHOCl²⁻). The relative concentration of these species compared to the total OA is very small, on average less than 0.1% and always less than 0.4%. In addition, the D2TAG identified only one chlorine-containing OA compound, chlorophthalic acid, which represents less than 1% of the total phthalic acid concentration. These results are also consistent with FTIR spectra of filter samples collected during the CalNex campaign, which do not display vibrational resonances for acid chlorides (730–550 cm⁻¹) or alkyl chlorides (785–540 cm⁻¹). It is noted though that quantification of organochlorines by FTIR is difficult due to Teflon filter interferences in the same spectral region. In total, these measurements provide no evidence for organochlorines representing a substantial portion of the OA mass, but the methods utilized here are not optimal for the detection of organochlorines.
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